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Advanced Manifesting Techniques – Exercises 

1. Accept All Compliments.   Notice how you react (or respond) when you receive compliments.  Do

you accept graciously?  Ignore them?  Deflect them?  Whatever your pattern is… unless you’re already 

graciously accepting compliments, free of “charge”… begin now!   Accept all compliments with grace.  

Resist all urges to do or say anything other than “Thank You.”  And say thank you! 

2. A Complaint Fast.   Complaining is a huge barrier to receiving.  Give yourself a set amount of time

(be it one day, one week, one month or forever) to refrain from complaining. 

3. Giving Practice.  Make a practice of giving every single day, in alignment with requirements: giving

freely, to those committed to their own advancement, with pure intention, and without expectation.  Pick 

a number of people you are going to give to, every day, then honor that commitment for 30 days 

without exception.  Watch what happens.  (Pay close attention to where you may fall into 

disempowered giving, or giving out of need, or giving to “get.”) 

4. Giving Practice: Money.  If you are set on manifesting incredible abundance, set up a practice of

regular, systematic giving away of your money.  Pick an amount (a percentage, like 10%) and stick to it. 

Better yet, make it automatic. 

5. The Big Give (the “100 Phone Calls” Exercise).   When you need to manifest something, and the

energy feels stuck or stalled – start a campaign called “The Big Give.”   100 phone calls, to people you 

know well and not very well, where you ask a single question, “How can I help you?” 

You are NOT there to sell them anything!  You are there to be of service to them and assist in any way 

you can to help them achieve success.  That said, if they can use your services, invite them into a 

strategy conversation – schedule it later. 

6. Money Tracking.  Track your money daily and bless everything that comes in.  The rule is, “it all

counts” – you are tracking all money that comes into your life from all sources, including money that 

“belongs” to your spouse or partner.  (Even if it is technically “theirs,” it is in your life because they are 

in your life!)  Be grateful and bless every penny that comes to you. 

7. Saving.  If you don’t already, open a savings account and make deposits at least twice per month.

Once it comes in, it does not come out for any reason other than serious bodily emergency.  In addition 

to being a basic money management practice, saving is an exercise in receiving money. 

8. Energetically Receive Money.  Listen to the audio session at the very end for details on this

powerful practice! 


